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A dryland winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) 
; c~ l c l  ,pain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L.) cropping 
system study was conducted at the USDA Southwestern 
Great Plains Research Center, Bushland, from 1957 to 
1970. Data for grain yields, soil water storage and use, 
precipitation, fallow efficiency and soil properties are 
presented. 
Wheat grain yields were lowest for the continu- 
ous wheat (CIV), intermediate for wheat in the wheat- 
sorghum-fallow (WSF) and highest for the wheat- 
fallow (WF) cropping system on a harvested-area basis. 
The yield differences seemingly resulted from differ- 
ences in available soil water at seeding. Water-use 
efficiency paralleled 'vain yields when soil water 
changes and growing season precipitation were con- 
sidered, but the trends were reversed when precipi- 
tation during the fallow period was included. Includ- 
ing fallow precipitation in total water-use efficiency 
points out the low effectiveness of fallow for influ- 
encing crop yields. 
On a harvested-area basis, sorghum in the WSF 
system significantly outyielded sorghum grown con- 
tinuo~~sly (CS). The increased yields were related to 
differences in available soil water at seeding. Trends 
in water-use efficiency, whether based on growing 
season or fallow plus growing season precipitation, 
were similar to the trends for wheat. However, grain 
sorghum used water more efficiently than did wheat 
(based on pounds of grain per acre produced per acre- 
inch of water used). 
Storage efficiency decreased as the length of the 
fallow period increased. Storage efficielzces ranged 
from 8.3 percent for the WF system to 20.1 percent for 
the CS system during the 1959-70 period. 
The soil organic matter content and the distri- 
bution of dry and wet soil ag,gregates measured at 
the end of the study were ~i~gnificantly affected by 
the cropping systems. The organic matter of the 
surface 6 inches of soil was highest (2.04 percent) for 
a 'grass treatment, but significant differences also re- 
sulted from the different wheat and sorghum cropping 
systems, ranging from 1.64 percent for CS to 1.86 
percent for CW. The CS system resulted in the high- 
est percentage of fine (less than 0.81 millimeters), dr,. 
soil aggregates, indicating greater potential soil erodi- 
bility by wind than for other systems. The distribu- 
tion of wet soil aggregates was related to time since 
harvest of the previous crop. Plant residues favored 
the formation of larger aggregates, but the effective- 
ness of the residues decreased as the length of the 
fallow period increased (time from harvest to sampling 
for aggregate size distribution). Soil bulk density was 
not affected by the cropping systems. 
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W ITH RCYPECT TO ACREAGE PLANTED, ,grain sorghum iq the most important crop in Texas, and it  is 
follo~~.ed in order by cotton and wheat (Yearbook 
Statistical Committee, 1970). Of the state total, 
1,518,000 acres of grain sorghum and 2,031,000 acres 
of t~heat were planted on the Northern High Plains 
of Tes;ic. This area is bounded by the state line on 
the west, north and east 2nd by the southern boundary 
of Parmer, Castro, Swisher, Briscoe, Donley and Col- 
lingcwortli counties on the south. In  this area, about 
2G percent of the grain sorghum and 55 percent of 
the wheat were grown on dryland in 1970 (New, 1970). 
A1 t l l o u ~ h  iwiya tecl acreaye has increased some- 
wllat in recent vears, water tables and well yields are 
tleclining. ancl projections are that much of the irri- 
zaretl acreaye will revert to dryland crop production 
as the untleryrountl water supply is eventually de- 
pleted (I-Iu;hes and Harman, 1969). When this occurs, 
tlryland crop production will increav in importance. 
The po~<il,ili'>r of ei-entual water importation into 
the area has: not been overlooked. However, i t  is 
belle! ed t1m t Tva ter importation would not reduce the 
di-yland crop production acreage to below current 
levels. 
Purpose of Puhlica tion and Objectives of Study 
A dryln~d winter wheat and grain sorghum 
1 croppin; 5) )tern stucly conducted frcm 1957 to 1970 
1 h a d  a? i t s  objectives: 
I 
1. To tlctermine the effects of selected cropping 
systems: on wheat and sorghum grain yields 
2. To determine the effects of the cropping 
systems on residue production for erosion 
control 
3. T o  determine the interrelationships of soil 
water at  seeding and growing season precipi- 
tation in their effect on  g-rain and residue 
yields 
4. T o  determine the efficiency of water storage 
during the fallow period 
5. T o  compare the effects of reseeded native 
grass and the various cropping systems on 
various physical and chemical soil properties. 
Location of the Study 
T h e  study was conducted at the USDA Soutlz- 
v~~estern Great Plains Reqearch Center, Ruchland. T h e  
Center, located about 14 miles west of Amarillo, lies 
in Potter ancl Randall counties. Its location is near 
the center of the Northern Nigh Plains of Texas. Soils 
at the Center are representative of much of the land 
used for wheat and ,vain sorglzum production in the 
area (Taylor et  al., 1963). 
Climate 
Precipitation and temperature are the major 
climatic iactors influencing crop production in the 
area. Precipitation averages from 16 inches at the 
we5tern edge to 21 inches at  the eastern edge of the 
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Figure 1. Long-term precipitation at Amarillo, Texas, plotted as a 12-month moving total to show above- cnd below-average periods, 1892- 
1969. Long-term average is 20.92 inches. Points on the curve represent totals for the past 12 months (unpublished data from J. T. Musick). 
area, but the precipitation at a given location is highly 
variable (Bonnen, 1960). For example, yearly rainfall 
at Bushland has ranged from 9.46 inches in 1970 to 
32.87 inches in 1941 for the 1939 to 1970 period. The 
precipitation variability from 1892 to 1969 at Amarillo 
near the center of the Northern High Plains area is 
shown in Figure 1.1 
lJ. T. Musick, unpublished data. 
Figure 2. Monthly rainfall 
and evaporation at the 
USDA Southwestern Great 
P I a i n s Research Center, 
Bushland, Texas. The pre- 
cipitation shown is the ov- 
erage for a 32-year (1 939- 
70) period. Evaporation 
shown for April through 
September is a 31 -year 
( 1  940-70) average. F o r 
the r e m a i n i n g months, 
evaporation shown is an 
18-year (1 951 -68) aver- 
age. 
Precipitation at Bushland from 1939 to 1970 has 
averaged 18.26 inches per year. Precipitation has 
averaged 8.66 and 9.94 inches during the grain sor- 
ghum (June 16 to October 10) and wheat (October 11 
to June 15) growing seasons, respectively. The aver- 
age monthly distribution of precipitation and the 
average pan evaporation [Young screen pan (Blood- 
good, Patterson and Smith, 1954)l are shown in 
Figure 2. 
MONTH 
Te31, .cl-:ltllrc ha$ its major effect on crop pro- 
duction (il~oiiqll its influence on the length of the 
frort-fl-c: 11c1 iotl. wliich averages from about 180 to 
200 (I;,:, ;rt the t~orth~vest 2nd southeast portions of 
the nrca, lesl>cctix..c!y (Eonnen, 1960). At Bushland, 
the fi-oot-11 ce iotl a\ erages 190 days. Although not 
of major i1nt)ort:;nce for winter wheat, low tempera- 
tul-cs ~ I - C ; I  t l  in rluence the length of the growing 
Fenson fo!- gr:?in cor;h~lm. The  first killing frost 
OCCII:.E, OII tlie awl-aye, October 28, but occurred as 
cal-Iy ;Is Or {obcr 7 and as late a5 November 22 during 
the 11131-70 pel-iod. The  last killing frost occurs, on  
the avcrnqc, ~ l p r i l  18, hut has occurred as early as 
March 22 a !~ t l  as !ate a5 May 14. Average monthly 
maximurn ant1 rninirn~l~n temperatures a t  Bushland 
are sllorz.11 in Figul-c 3. 
Topography and Soils 
Rlu!!~ of the IYortI~ern Kigh Plain? of Texas is 
9,0(;\0 :o zd,3:o feet a1:ave sea level and slope? toward 
tlie e;tst-~ourllcn~ t. The 1;md is nearly flat, but num- 
crow pl,t!nc,-n~~rrnaily tlry-dot the area. Much of 
the n ; t t ~ l l : l l  di::it--inqc is into these lakes, but some 
occur6 i l ~ f o  :a:l)onr, that extend into the area and 
help Pol-nl tllc Ilcad~~'aters of the Brazo3, Red and 
Canarli;!li r - i ~  cn  (?orillen, 1960). T h e  Canadian River 
and tlic ;~,~.ctt intccl "breaks" of the river divide the 
area into t ~ ~ o  1n:)ior qubareas. T h e  soil? are primarily 
c lay  and t lny loaxnc, hut scme sandy soils are in- 
clutlcd. 'T'llr principnl scil at the Center is Pullman 
I I 1 1  t a .  3 )  T h e  Pullman series 
i q  n niclnbcr of the fine, mixed, thermic family oE 
Torrertic I\a!c11,tall5 (ol-tler Mollisols). 
Soil, ('I' rile Northern His11 Plains are subject to 
croqion ity rvincl, e pecinllv under dryland conditions. 
Nolz.c\cr, qitltc the  drouth of the 1930's, controlling 
~rir,tl  c: (),ion 1,) maintaining crop residue> on the soil 
Figure 3. P,vrlrogc monthly 
m~x'mum a n d minimum 
tempemturcs a t  the USDA 
surface by stubble-mulch tillage has been studied. 
Wheat yields with stubble-mulch tillage were equal 
to or higher than yields with moldboard and one-way 
tillage under drvland conditions in a previous study 
at  the Research Center (Johnson, 1950). 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
T h e  Pullman clay loam of the study area had 
a slope of less than 1 percent. Plot size was 0.21 acre 
(60 by 150 feet). T h e  plots were bordered on three 
sides, with natural runoff being permitted from the 
fourth side. T h e  following treatments, each replicated 
three times, were randomly assigned to the treatment 
blocks: 
1. Continuous wheat (CV-wheat seeded on the 
same plots each year. 
2. Wheat-fallow P4TF)-wheat seeded on the 
same plots in alternate years. This cropping 
system provided for a fallow period of about 
15 montlis between 'tlanrest and seeding on a 
particular plot. Two  plots were used for this 
treatment in each replication. 
Mrhea t-sorghum-fallow (1YSF)-a1 tenla te crops 
of wheat and sorghum seeded on  the plots, 
resulting in two crops being grown during 
the 3-year rotation. This  system provided for 
a fallow period of 11 months between sor- 
ghum harvest and wheat seeding or  between 
wheat hanrest and sorghum ~eecling. Three 
plots were u3ed for this treatment in each 
replica tion. 
4. 14Thea t-sorghum-fallo~v with permanent ridges 
and furrows on 40-inch spacings (1,ITSF-RF)- 
this croppins system was similar to the MTSF 
system above, except that the tillage methods 
were different. This treatment was designed 
Southu/e;tc-n G w t  Plains $ 
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for the ridges to function as increased runoff 
zones and the furrows, because of deep chisel- 
ing, to function as increased water intake 
zones. Through increased water concen tra- 
tion and depth of water penetration in the 
~ U T ~ O T Y S ,  evaporation losses should be de- 
creased and, thus, storage efficiency increased. 
The  system was first used for the 1956-67 
crop. Plots for this cropping system were 
those originally designated as wheat-optional 
wheat, wheat-optional sorghum and sorghum- 
optional wheat. The  optional seedings were 
based on 1.5 inchec of ~ ~ a t e r  being. available 
for plant powth in the upper 2 feet of the 
soil at seeding time. By 1966, the option3 
had not been exercised because the available 
soil water at seecling time always exceeded 
this amount. Data from the wheat-optional 
wheat and wheat-optional sorghum plots were 
combined with data from the continuous 
wheat plots, and data from the sorghum- 
optional wheat plots were combined with data 
from the continuous sorghum plots for the 
1957-66 period. 
5. Continuous sorghum (CS)--sorghum seeded 
on the same plots each year. 
6. Grass-seeded to native ,grasses and used as 
reference plots to determine the effects of 
grass on physical and chemical properties of 
soil. 
All tillage before seeding wheat and sorghum, 
except on the TITSF-RF plots, was performed with 
stub!,le-mulch equipment. This equipment hacl 30- 
to 40-inch sweeps, and the tillage was limited to about 
a 5-inch depth. On the TjlTSF-RF plots, the furrows 
were chiseled after crop harvest, provided the soil 
was dry, to a 1-foot depth with a vibrating chisel. 
Initial tillage when the soil was wet and subqequent 
tillage after a chiseling operation were performed 
with a sweep-row weeder with buffers attached to 
the sweeps to maintain the ridyes and furrows. The  
24-inch sMreepc tilled the furrows and lower sides of 
the ridyes, while the rod tilled the upper portion oE 
the ridges. In some years, a rolling cultivator was 
used on the TITSF-RF plots to control small weeds and 
volunteer wheat. 
Concho variety wheat was seeded in 1957 and 
1958. Thereafter, Tascosa variety wheat was used. 
Seeding rate was about 30 pouncls per acre. Seeding 
date deperlded on soil water availability for germi- 
nation 2nd ranged from September 10 in 1964 to 
November 19 in 1957. On the CTV, TVF and TVSE 
plots, seecling was performed with a hoe-type (Noble) 
drill which resulted in a 14-inch spacing between drill 
rows. A single-disk, 10-inch ,grain drill was used to 
seed wheat on the TYSF-RF plots. Two rows were 
seeded on the ridge and two in the furrows of the 
40-inch spaced ridge-furrows. 
Grain sorghum hybrids used were RS-610 from 
1958 to 1964 and RS-626, a similar hybrid with head 
smut resistance, from 1965 to 1970. The  seeding rate 
was about 2 pounds per acre. Seeding dates ranged 
from June 4 in 1969 to July 9 in 1962. Lister planters 
or unit planters mounted behind listers were used to 
seed sorghum in furrows spaced 10 inches apart. 
A mixture of burfalo (B~rchloe doctyloides), blue 
,;rams (Bo?lfelo?to gracilis) and sideoats q-ama (Boute- 
lozia curtipendzcln) ( ~ ~ s s e s  was seeded on the grass 
plots April 3, 1958. Favorable soil water conditions 
at seeding resulted in a good stand of the vasses. 
Forage produced on the ,grace plots was not measured 
or utilized. In some years, the plots were mo~ved or 
sprayed with 2,4-D to control weeds. 
In the interval between crops, weeds were con- 
trolled with stubble-mulch or sweep-rod weeder tillage. 
For weed control in sorghum, the initial cultivation 
\\-as with a knife sled on all plots. The second culti- 
vation was with a knife sled on the TITSF-RF plots 
and with a sweep cultivator on the other plots. Culti- 
vations largely leveled ridges and furrows on the lister- 
seeded plots. In some years, weeds were controlled 
by spraying with 2,4-D. Occasionally, Jland hoeing 
was used to control sparse weed populations. Grow- 
ing-season weeds in wheat were controlled with 2,4-D 
in years when heavy infestations occun-ed. 
No fertilizers were used on either the wheat or 
the grain sorghum during the study. Dryland wheat 
has not recponded to nitrogen or pllosphorus ferti- 
lization on Pullman clay loam (Eck and Fanning, 
1962), and nutrient deficiencies have not been oh- 
served on dryland grain sorghum. 
The  soil water content at seeding a ~ d  harvest 
was determined ,g;ravimetrically from cores obtained 
by 1-foot increments to a 6-foot depth at three loca- 
tions per plot. Although soil water was measured to 
a 6-foot depth, Musick and Sletten (1966) indicated 
that sorgl~um yielcls were more closely related to water 
content and chanqe to a 4-foot soil depth of Pullman 
soil. Therefore, the soil water data presented, other 
than in Figure 4, are based on the 4-foot depth. 
Precipitation was measured at the plot area. 
In  most years, ,grain yields were determined by 
combine harvesting a swath through the entire length 
of each plot. In a few cases, yielcls were determined 
by hand harvesting measured areas in the plots. 
Residue yields were not measured in enough years 
to warrant inclusion and analysis of the data. HOW- 
ever, the re:iclues produced, along with stubble-mulch 
tillage, generally effectively controlled wind erosion 
on the plot area. 
In November 1970 soil cores were obtained at 
six locations in each plot to a +foot depth. The 
cores were divided into 0- to 6-, 6- to 12-, 12- to IS-, 
18- to 24-, 24- to 36- and 36- to 48-inch increments. 
Soil core. 1: 1 ,-, cornposited by depth increments and 
used for r l c  ,o,~nininry <oil hulk density and organic 
Inatlcr col~iclit. The orqanic matter content was 
determind 111. t l~c l\'alkIcy-Rlack procedure (Piper, 
1 9 1 3 1 ) .  7'11~ o?-=;~l~ic mntter content was also deter- 
minctl lor ~ e f ~ l e r i c c  qamples taken at tile initiation 
of the study.  
Othcr  oil sn111l)lci w r c  obtained in November 
1970 lor ?\.c t :lric! clr-)I ayy!.cya tc beterrninations. For 
wet aggt ey;~ t c <i/e dj,tribiltion determinations, a 
sample ol ~noi\ t  <oil T\?:I$ obtained from the 1- to 
3-inch dcptll at  tllrce locations in each plot. The  
soil wnc pa5~etI throt~yh a. ;+-inch sieve while moist, 
then air-dl-iccl l~cfore the distribution of water-stable 
aggrep t c ~  on n ncst of \icves was determined accord- 
ing to the ;~~-occtIt~~-e outlinecl by Kemper and Chepil 
(1965). Tfic procedure ~ ~ a s  slightly modified by the 
use of 0.25- 2nd 4.00-millimeter (mm) sieves rather 
than 0.21- ;mtl (1.76-mm sieve5 along with 1.00- and 
2.00-mrn sic1 er. 
The s?rnpicc lor acryregate size distribution by 
dry sier~inq 1t.el.c obtained from the surface 1 inch of 
soil at tlllcc locationr in each plot. These samples 
were air-drictl l~tforc the s ix  distribution of the dry 
aggregate< w.;i5 c!ctctmineci with a rotary sieve having 
five screen\. 'FJlc difrel-ent sieves had 0.42-, 0.84-, 2.0-, 
6.4- and I Y.,';-nlm scjuarc openings. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Wheat 
Yieitl, mil ~ v a  tcr, precipitation, water storage and 
water-we cIarn are given in Table 1 by individual 
years for the ~irllent cropping systems. Average values 
for the periods during ~~Il icl l  the cropping systems can 
be compnrcd arc giwn in Table 2. Winter wheat was 
seeded in the fall and harvested in late spring or early 
summer of t llc follo~ving year. A crop year is the 
year in which thc ~vheat was harvested. *Although 
the first crop 12'25 J~arvested in 1958, pregrowing season 
precipitation data (precipitation from harvest of last 
crop to scedinx of the current crop) were not available 
for that crop. Data for all crops are presented, but 
only those from the 1959-70 and the 1967-70 periods 
will be di~cus,ed. The ~~Ileat-sorgllum-fallow rotation 
with ridqcs and furrows (WSF-RF) was used during 
the 1967-70 period only. 
Average gain yields were significantly affected 
by the cropping system?. Rased on the area harvested, 
the yield pcr acre was lowest for continuous wheat 
(CIV), in tcrr~lccliate for wheat-sorghum-fallow (MTSF) 
and highc\t for \+?heat-fallow (\VF) for the 1959-70 
period. Yieltlc averazed somewllat higher for the 
LVSF and \\'F 5ysIerns during the 1967-70 period than 
during the 1959-iO period. For the 1967-70 period, 
the \\?SF-RF system increased the average yield by 
99 pounrlr pcr acre over the TVSF system, but the 
increase was not statistically significant. Also, the 
yield difference (83 pounds per acre) between the 
MTSF-RF and WF systems was not ~i~gnificant. The  
TYSF-RE system was tested in only 4 crop years, a 
period possibly too short to make a valid test of this 
cropping system. 
Available soil water content at seeding was lotvest 
for the CTV system, averaging 2.29 inches to a 4-foot 
depth for the 1959-70 period. The  TVSF and TVF 
systems resulted in 1.08 and 1.38 inche~, greater water 
contents at seeding, respectively, than the CTY sy~tem. 
Soil water contents at seeding during the 1967-70 
period averaged slightly lower than during the 1959- 
70 period. The  soil water content at seeding for the 
TVSF-RF system was similar to that of the TVSF system. 
A possible reason that the MTSF-RF system did not 
increase water storage as anticipated was inadequate 
weed control. Herbicicles were not used during the 
nongrowing period, and the sweep-rod weeder and 
rolling cultivator were not effective tillage implements 
for operation on the undisturbed permanent ridges. 
Soil water changes between seeding anci harvest 
averaged 0.93, 1.94 and 2.11 inches for the CTiZT, IVSF 
and TZTF systems, respectively, for the 1959-70 period. 
T h e  <greater changes due to the TVSF and TITF systems 
were approximately equal to the additional water 
stored at seeding due to these systems as compared 
with the CTV system. Cllanges during the 196'7-70 
period were some~lhat greater than during the 1959- 
70 period. Again, the greater changes due to the 
TZrSF, TVF and TVSF-RF systems as compared wit11 
the CTR7 system were similar to the differences in water 
content at seeding. Changes in soil water for the 
'IZTSF-RF system were similar to those of the WSF 
system. 
Assuming that the yield differences were associ- 
ated only with differences in the soil water content 
at seeding, each inch of additional soil water at seeding 
resulted in 142 and 185 pounds more grain per acre 
for the TVSF anci T:VF systems, respectively, during the 
1959-70 period than for the CTV system. Duriny the 
1967-70 period, each additional inch of stored water 
resulted in 182, 270 ancl 345 pounds more p i i n  per 
acre for the TRTSF, TVSF-RF and TVF systems, respec- 
tively. The  increases during the 1959-70 periocl com- 
pare favorably with those predicted by Johnson (1964). 
The  grea ter-than-predicted increases during the 1967- 
70 period possibly were due to better distribution of 
powing season precipitation. Another possibility may 
have been better growing-season weed control. Weeds, 
primarily Tansy mustard [Descurainia pinnu ta (\Val t.) 
Britt.], were controlled cl~emically in early spring 
during the 1967-70 period. 
Soil water contents at seeding and changes be- 
tween seeding and harvest indicate that appreciable 
amounts of "available" water were present in the soil 
at harvest in some years (Figure 4). Much of the 
available water present was due to late season rain- 
fall, which benefited the crop only slightly. Rainfall 
from June 1, June 11 and June 21 to hawest averaged 
4.35, 2.66 and 1.04 inches, respectively, during the precipitation plus soil water changes. Water use 
study period. T h e  average har\est date was June 25. value? include some water lost by surface runoff in 
Growinx season precipitation was identical for some seasons. Using thi5 total, grain production 
all sybtems, and total gio~virig season water u ~ e  by a~reraged 51, 60 and 69 pounds per acre-inch of water 
the crops was con3idered equal to growing season wed during the 1959-70 period for the CIV, IYSF 
WSF 
TABLE I .  WHEAT YIELD, AVAILABLE SOIL WATER,' PRECIPITATION, WATER STORAGE AND WATER USE DATA BY ..INDIVIDUAL YEARS FOR 1 
CONTINUOUS WHEAT, WHEAT-SORGHUM-FALLOW AND WHEAT-FALLOW CRO?PING SYSTEPbG ON DRYLAND 
~ 
WSF-RF 1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
Water-use 
Totnl wrlfer used elficiency 
Pre-GS Pre-GS 
GS and GS GS and GS 
Ava:lable soil prec:p- prec'p- prec.p- precip- 
wrl:er itation itation itation itation 
Prec;pi:ation wlter storone + soil + soil + soil 4- soil 
Cropp'ng Groin At water waier water water 
s s t e rn  Yeor yield seeding Chan9e2 GS" Pre-GS' /.mount E, i;c.ency\chan7e change chan3e change 
Lb. / acre 
Lb lncre Inches Inches Inches Pe-cent Inches Inch 
-- 
CW 1958 885 3.93 ' -5.13 8.17 13.30 67 
1959 862 2.82 - 1.98 9.14 9.88 4.02 40.7 11.12 21.00 78 41 
1960 1440 1.05 +2.01 17.03 5.44 0.21 3.9 15.02 20.46 96 70 
'~etermined to a 4-foot depth and based on wil t ing point values determined by the sunflower technique. Unavailable water to 4 feet totals 
9.97 inches. 
*Based on soil water changes between crop seeding and harvest. 
'Growing season. 
'pregrowing season (from harvest of previous crop to seeding of current crop). 
'Based on soil water changes and precipitation occurring during the fal iow period that preceded seeding of the indicated crop. 
"Changes in available soil water content exceeding the available soil wster content at seeding apparently resulted from the inadequacy of the 
sunflower technique for establishing a precise wilting point for wheat and from soil drying to below the wilting point due to evaporation. 
, 
1961 663 5.20 -3.44 11.49 15.12 2.14 14.2 14.93 30.05 44 22 i 
1962 98 1.36 + 1.56 13.65 5.64 -0.40 - 7.1 12.09 17.73 8 
1963 481 2.82 -0.15 10.10 8.29 -0.10 - 1 . 2  10.25 18.54 47 26 
1964 676 2.89 - 2.30 6.99 7.68 0.22 2.9 9.29 16.97 73 40 ~ 
1965 214 0.70 + 1.43 19.77 2.76 0.1 1 4.0 18.34 21.10 12 10 ~ 
1966 412 2.95 -3.48 5.53 4.75 0.82 17.3 9.01 13.76 46 30 , 
1967 478 1.07 -0.72 12.38 6.43 1.60 24.9 13.1 0 19.53 36 24 ; 
1968 802 0.52 '-0.60 8.79 2.83 0.1 7 6.0 9.39 12.22 65 66 
1969 486 1.43 4-0.22 11.84 7.13 1.51 21.0 11.62 18.75 42 26 
1970 672 4.70 -3.80 4.38 14.13 3.05 21.6 8.18 22.31 82 30 ~ 
TABLE 2. / ,vERAGE WHEAT YIELD, AVAILABLE SOIL WATER,' PRECIPITATION, WATER STORAGE AND WATER USE DATA BY PERIODS FOR 
CONTINUO!'S WYEAT, WHEAT-SORGHUM-FALLOW AND WHEAT-FALLOW CROPPING SYSTEMS ON DRYLAND 
Total water used 
Water-use 
efficiency 
-- - - - - - -- - --- - - - - 
Pre-GS 
GS and GS 
Available soil precip- precip- 
water itation itation 
Precipitation Water storage + soil + soil 
Cropping Groin At water water 
Period system yield sending change2 GSS Pre-GS4 Amount Efficiency"change change 
Pre-GS 
GS and GS 
precip- precip- 
itation itation 
+so i l  +so i l  
water water 
change change 
1958- CW 
1970 WSF 
WF 
- -- 
Lb. /acre Inches 
"623" 2.41 -1.26 
758' 3.41 -2.21 
866" 3.64 -2.29 
1959- CW 
1970 WSF 
WF 
1967- CW 
1970 WSF 
WSF-RF 
WF 
lnches Inches Percent Inches 
-- - 
1 1.97 
12.92 
1 3.00 
Lb. lacre - inch 
'Determined to cr 4-foot depth and based on wilting point values determined by the sunflower technique. Unavailable water to 4 feet totals 
9.97 inches. 
' ~ o s e d  on soil water changes between crop seeding and harvest. 
'Growing season. 
'~re~rowinc~ swson [from harvest of previous crop to seeding of current crop). 
'Total soil water stored divided by total precipitation received during all fallow periods. 
"ean values within a group followed by the same letter or letters are not significantly different (Duncan's Multiple Range Test-5-percent 
level). 
1 SOIL WATER CONTENTd INCHES /FOOT 
WATER CONTENT TO 6 FT. 
(ACTUAL- WP) 
SYSTEM HARV. SEED. 
W SF-- W H. 2.18 4.65 
C W  1.74 3.22 
W F  2.36 5.31 
Y S F S O R .  2.21 4.67 
CS 2.28 3.86 
Figure 4. Total soil water contents at the beginning (harvest) and end (seeding) of the fallow periods for the dryland wheat and grain sor- 
ghum cropping systems; also wilting point values, based on the sunflower technique and field observations. The actual minus wilting point 
values are an estimate of the plant available water in the soil at  harvest of the previous crop and seeding of the indicated crop. 
SORGHUM-GS /
WHEAT-GS 
* 
SORGHUM-TOTAL 
INCREASING FALLOW LENGTH 
C W  WSF W F  
C S  
CROPPING SYSTEM 
Figure 5. Water efficiency for grain production as influenced by 
wheat and grain sorghum in the different dryland cropping systems 
(lengths of fallow periods). The values are based on growing sea- 
son soil water change and precipitation (GS] or growing season soil 
water change and total precipitation between crop harvests (total). 
and W F  systems, respectively (Figure 5). Water-use 
efficiencies were 62, 69, 81 and 86 pounds of grain 
per acre-inch of water during the 1967-70 period for 
the CW, MTSF, MTSF-RF and TVF systems, respectively. 
T h e  greater water-use efficiency during the 1967-70 
period again possibly was due to better growing season 
precipitation distribution and weed control during 
this period than during the 1959-70 period. Reason 
for the greater efficiency for the WSF-RF system as 
compared with the MTSF system and the greater in- 
crease in efficiency for the MTF system as compared 
with the other system? for the 1967-70 period over 
the 1959-70 period is not readily apparent. Values 
for the 1959-70 period should be more reliable be- 
cause the 1967-70 periocl may have been too short to 
make valid tests of the systems, especially under the 
hiyhly variable climatic conditions prevalent in the 
region. 
When fallow precipitation, that received from 
harvest of the pre~ious  crop to seeding of the current 
crop, was included with water used by the current 
crop, total water-use values averaged 19.35, 30.24 and 
39.10 inches per crop during the 1959-70 period for 
the Cur, TITSF and J\TF system?, respectively. Corre- 
sponding total tvater-u~e efficiency values were 33, 25 
and 22 pounds per acre-inch, respectively (Figure 5). 
T h e  lower total water-use efficiency values obtained 
by including fallow precipitation indicate the low 
effectiveness of fallow precipitation for increasing crop 
yields. Trends during. the 1967-70 period generally 
were similar to trends during the 1959-70 period, but 
the values were slightly higher. T h e  values were 37, 
29, 34 and 31 pound5 per acre-inch for the CMr, WSF, 
IVSF-RF and T47F systems, respectively. 
hfult.iple linear regression analvsis (Ezekiel and 
Fox, 1959)-was used to establish relationships between 
available soil water at  seeding, growing seayon precipi- 
tation and wheat grain yields. For this analysis, the 
growing season was divided into six growth periods. 
T h e  periods were germination, seedling establishment 
and fall growth-seeding to December 31; winter main- 
tenance and early spring cgrowtll-January 1 to April 
15; rapid spring growth to boot-April 16 to April 30; 
late boot and flowering-May 1 to May 20; grain 
filling-May 21 to June 10; and grain hardening to 
harvest-June 11 to harvest. T h e  net re,gression co- 
efficients, along with their standard errors, and the 
coefficients of multiple determination (R2 values) for 
the CW, WSF and WF systems are given in Table 3. 
TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS ASSOCIATING WHEAT GRAIN YIELDS IN THE CW, WSF AND WF SYSTEMS 
ON DRYLAND WITH AVAILABLE SOIL WATER AT SEEDING1 AND PRECIPITATION DURING DIFFERENT PERIODS OF THE GROWING SEASON' 
Coefficient 
Net regression coefficients8 of multiple 
Cropping de~ermination 
system bo4 b l  b, bs br ba be br ( R21 
CW 161 12 5 1 98 184 5 2 76 - 76 0.797* 
(Standard error) 2 1 1 7  2& 92 1 1 1  +: 271 -C 106 zk 108 -C 69 
WSF 1092 -199 149* 202 -1 112** 161 * 2 5 -122* 0.842* 
(Standard error) 4 1 1 0  -C 68 2 8 2  2 1 8 0  4 71 k 1 2 6  2 48 
WF 68 1 - 85 8 1 173 - 533 116 67 - 98 0.745 
[Standard error) 5Z 147 2 104 +- 109 276 k 103 5Z130 5Z 71 
-- - 
- 
'Determined to a 4-foot depth. Unavailable water to 4 feet totals 9.97 inches. The b l  regression coefficient is associated with this factor. 
'The growing season ~er iods  and associated regression coefficients were germination, seedling establishment and fall growth-seeding to De- 
cember 31 (be); winter maintenance and early spring growth-January 1 to April 15 (bs]; rapid spring growth to boot-April 16 to April 
30 (b,); late boot and flowering-May 1 to May 20 (bs); grain filling-May 21 to June 10 (be); and grain hardening to harvest-June 11 
to harvest (b7). 
'The b coefficients indicate pounds of grain per acre per acre-inch of  water. 
4Y-intercept. 
'Asterisks denote statistical significance (one--5-percent level; two--I-percent level). 
I Si7:;::itant net rc:yres~ion coefficients were ob- "normal" llarvest dates fur the previous crops (July 1 
rainal I-I;;~! lor tlic \\-SF system. Thc coefficients were for wheat and No~;ember 1 for grain sorghum). 
. . 1)0~1111.cfor tlie ccctlinq to December 31, January 1 
to A p ~ d  I5 ; ~ n ( l  AIay 1 to %lay 15 period;; ancl negative 
for tlic April Ic i  to April 30 ancl the June 11 to harvest 
periorl~. Rea5on for thc highlv significant negative 
i~ifll~cnce of' prccipira!ion on grain yields cluring the 
April Ifi to ,\l)~.il .YO periotl (rapid spring grotvlh to 
boo[) is not ;~l\p:il-cnt 11ut may be arsociated with 
water n ~ ; ~ i l ; l l ) i l i t y  1;rtei- in tlie gro-cving season. For 
example, if ;~tIecl~~;ttc precipitation occurs during the 
April 15 to ;lj)ril .YO pcriocl to permit the de~elop- 
mcnt ol I:tr(:c j~lnnte,  "normal" or "below normal" 
precipita~ioti !;r:cr in the growing season may be 
inatlcqtt;~ te to ma t11l.e the grain j~ropei-ly. The nega- 
tive inlll~erice of precipitation during the grain hard- 
enillg to Iiar~.c<t periocl was aTsociated with plant 
lodging iIlitI.  j)05(ibl~, hail damage a? the crop ap- 
proaclietl m;t t uriry. i12tllo11gh not significant, coeffi- 
cients for I;! ~c wason precipitation indicated yield 
reductionz for thc Cllr and T\'F cropping systems also. 
An uncul~ectcd finding from the analyses was the 
lack of 5i:nilican t positive influences of available soil 
water ;it 5cctlinq on wheat grain yields. Actually, 
negatiir, I)ut riot significant, coefficients were ob- 
tained for tllc l\'SF and TVF systems. According to 
Tables I a r ~ t l  2, available soil water at seeding and 
yields arc lo~\.cst for the CTV, intermediate for the 
\1'SF ;lntl Iiigllcst for the llrF system, but the influence 
of soil water a t  scctlinz on yields was not reflected in 
the net 1 eqrc5sion coelficien ts. Random variation 
may IIR\.C IICCII n f;tctor, but other workers (Eck and 
Tucker, l<)fiS) also have experienced difficulty in re- 
lating nllcitt )ic!cls to soil ~ ~ a t e r  and precipitation 
data. Also, al~liougll the data in Tables 1 and 2 
suggest tha t  tlic greater yields for the TZJSF and WF 
systems \irere rclatctl to greater available soil water at 
seeding for tIlc<c systems than for the CW system, 
wntcr iritnke (luring the growing season possibly ob- 
scured tlic intlucnces of available soil water at seeding. 
The coefficien ts of multiple determination (Rz 
~ a l u e s )  wcl.e 5ignif'icant for the CTV and TYSF systems, 
suggcctin y tha t  significant amounts of the variations 
in yicld ~vcrc accounted for by available soil water at 
xediny: ant1 by gro~ving season precipitation. The  
Rhralue tor tlic \2'F system (0.745) approached the 
level nece54;iry for statistical ~i~gnificance (0.754). 
Grain Sorghum 
I'icltl, soil 12.a ter, precipitation, water storage and 
water use data lor the $rain sorghum cropping systems 
are +en in Tnble I for individual years. Average 
ia luer  are girren in Table 5 for periods in which the 
different clopping systems can be compared. Although 
the croppin? qyiteins were not fully in sequence in 
1958, data ior that year are included. Pre<;rowing 
s e a m  precipitation (that received between harvest 
of thc 1)rc\iou5 crop and seeding of the current crop) 
for thc 19% crop was determined by establishing 
For the 1958-70 period, grain sorgllum yielcls for 
the TZ'SF treatment exceeded yields for the CS treat- 
ment by 120 potincls per acre, and the difference was 
statistically sisnifican t. Based on the area hai-vestecl, 
the yields averaged 1,137 and 1,557 pounds per acre 
for the CS and MTSF systemy, respectively. The differ- 
ence? are attributed to <greater soil water contents at 
seecling and cllanges during the growing season for the 
TVSF system as compared with the CS system since 
precipitation for both systems was identical. The  
greater water change for the TVSF system was approx- 
imately equal to the greater water content for this 
system at seeding. 
Average grain yields for the 1967-70 period when 
the TYSF-RF system was in effect were 970, 1,135 and 
955 pounds per acre for the CS, T4TSF and MJSF-RF 
systems, respectively. The  lower yield for the TYSF- 
RF  system as compared with the TVSF system possibly 
resulted from the lower soil water content and change 
for the TYSF-RF system. The smaller water change 
resulted from a lower water content at seeding with 
the MJSF-RF system, but reasons for the lower water 
content are not clear. Inadequate weed control on 
the permanent ridge-furrows as mentioned in the 
wheat section, may have been a factor. 
For comparable systems (CS and MTSF), yields 
were lower during the 1967-70 period than during 
the 1958-70 period (Table 5). Water content at seed- 
ing and growing season change were lower during the 
1967-70 period as was (growing-season precipitation. 
Consequently, yields also were lower. However, data 
for the 1958-70 period should be more reliable when 
comparing cropping systems because of the greater 
number of years involved. 
Based on the differences in available soil water at 
seeding between the CS and TVSF systems, each inch 
of additional stored water resulted in a 609-pound- 
per-acre increase in grain yields for the MTSF system 
during the 1958-70 period and a 358-pound-per-acre 
increase during the 1967-70 period. TVater contents 
at seedins for the CS and TVSF-RF systems were sim- 
ilar during the 1967-70 period, and yields also were 
similar for the two systems. 
The  yield increases due to additional stored water 
at seeding were in the range reported by Bond, Army 
and Lehman (1964). I t  is doubtful, however, that the 
yield increases were due to the amount of additional 
stored water per se. Of possibly greater importance 
was the distribution of water in the profile and the 
depth of wetting of the profile (Figure 4). For cotton, 
Fisher and Burnett (1953) reported marked increases 
in lint yield with increases in water in the second and 
tlurd foot of soil. Similar results can be expected for 
grain sorghum because deep profile water would be 
available to the plants in latter 'growth stages when 
water is important during heading and grain filling. 
TABLE 4. GRAIN SORGHUM YIELD, AVAILABLE SOIL WATER,' PRECIPITATION, WATER STORAGE AND WATER USE DATA BY INDIVIDUAL 
YEARS FOR CONTINUOUS SORGHUM AND WHEAT-SORGHUM-FALLOW CROPPING SYSTEMS ON DRYLAND 
Total water used 
Pre-GS 
GS and GS 
Available soil precip- precip- 
water itation itation 
Cropping Grain At Precigitation water stornqe :a:::' 
system Year yield seeding Ch3nge2 G S ~  Pre-GS4 Amount Efficiency5 change change 
Water-use 
efficiency 
Pre-GS 
GS and GS 
precip- precip- 
itation itation 
+ soil + soil 
water water 
change change 
WEF 
WSF-RF 1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
Lb. /acre lnches lnches lnches Percent 
--
lnches Lb. /acre - inch 
'Determined to a 4-foot depth and based on wil t ing point values determined by the sunflower technique. Unavailable water to 4 feet 
totals 9.97 inches. 
'Based on soil water changes between crop seeding and harvest. 
'Growing season. 
?regrowing season (from harvest of previous ciop to seeding of current crop). 
'~ased on soil water changes and precipitation occurring during the fa l low period that preceded seeding of the indicated crop. 
"changes in available soil water content exceeding the available soil water content at seeding apparently resulted from the inadequacy of the 
sunflower technique for establishing a precise wilting point for grain sorghum and from soil drying to below the wilting point due to 
waporation. 
The  influence of depth of moist soil on yields has 
been illustrated by Fisher and Burnett (1953) for 
cotton ancl by Brown and Shrader (1959) for grain 
sorghum. 
Another possible factor involved in the differences 
in yields between the CS and TVSF systems was water 
intake during the growing season. ReLgression equa- 
tions based on available soil water at seeding (X) and 
yields (Y) were Y = - 104.4 + 412.5X (R2 = 0.646) for 
continuous sorghum and Y = 449.9 + 298.7X (R2 
= 0.305) for sorghum in the WSF system. Yields for 
the CS system were more dependent on stored soil 
water at seeding than for the VTSF system. The lesser 
dependency on stored soil water for the WSF system 
points toward a greater influence of some other factor 
or factors for influencing yields. One of these could 
be greater water intake during the growing season. 
(See section on Soil Properties.) The  coefficients for 
the re<gression equations and the R2 values were not 
greatly different when the available soil water at seed- 
ing was considered to a 6-foot depth, indicating a 
relatively minor influence of water in soil at a 5- or 
6-foot depth on sorghum yields. 
Total growing-season water use by the crops was 
considered equal to growing-season precipitation plus 
soil water change between seeding and harvest. Using 
this total, ,grain production averaged 102 and 134 
pounds per acre-inch of water used during the 1958-70 
period for the CS and WSF systems, respectively 
(Figure 5). During the 1967-70 period, the efficiency 
TAELE 5 .  ;CRAG! GRAIN SORGHUM YIELD, AVAILABLE SOIL WATER,' PRECIPITATION, WATER STOPAGE ~ r d D  WATER USE DATA BY PE- 
RIODS FTl' CC;ITlVUOUS SOCGIiUM AFiD WHEAT-SORGHUM-FALLOW CROP?ING SYSTEMS ON DRYLAND 
Totrrl \w te r  used 
Pre-GS 
GS and GS 
Availgble soil precip- precip- 
\ h ~ q  :eV itotion itation 
Precipitrrt;on W?e- storq-e 4- so;l f soil 
Cropp nq Grn n At wnter water 
re-~od 5 c'rrn y~eld send nq chan7e2 GS1 Pre-GS4 Amount E i ic ency6 chan3e change 
Woier-use 
efficiency 
Pre-GS 
GS and GS 
precip- precip- 
itation itation 
+ soil + soil 
water water 
change chance 
- -  
Lb I n r - p  Inches Inches In-hes Pe-cent I ncb es Lb./ocre - inch 
-  
1958- CS 9 137" 3 01 -1.91 9.32 8.65 1.73 20.1 11.23 19.88 102 57 
1970 WSF 1 5 5 7 ~  3.70 -2.66 9.32 17.23 2.41 14.0 11.93 29.21 134 54 
'Determlnt-<I to o 4 Foot cleptil and based on w~l t tng polnt values de:erm;ned by the sunflower technique. Unavailable water to 4 feet 
to:cls 9 97 lnrl~cs 
' B ~ s e d  on so11 wqtw rhonges between crop seeding and harvest. 
'Growlnl sclson 
' P ~ ~ ~ T O ' N I I ~  $0 .<on ('.om I l r l ves+  of previous crop to seeding of current crop). 
"To'l soil vm4.v sto ~d cltv dpd by total precipitation received during al l  fa l lo~v periods. 
v ~ l ~ ~ s  w~thtn CJ n-oup follo\*led by the same letter are not significantly different (Duncan's Multiple Range Test-5-percent level). 
1;11uc~ \\.c~c. 10 ', 1 I P ~nc! 102 for the CS, TZTSF and 
\\'SF-RF \yjtcrllr, rc~l~cct i~  ly. Thc ,greater efficiency 
~ a l u c s  for t!lc \\'ST; \jrstern than for the CS system 
reflect the qrc;~tcr. qoil water content at seeding and 
its efrcct o n  incrcasetl yields for the TVSF svstem. 
Anocintccrl wi t l l  the jil-cater water content ~vas deeper 
1c;ltcr $tolaye (I:iq111-e 4). Rro~rn and Shracler (1959) 
rel)or~e(l in: ~ca~c l t l  r;,:ltcr-use efficiencies with greater 
deprhc of ~ c t  tirl;.. Po\<ibly a170 involvecl with the 
greater cf'ficicnc ie4 for the TZ~SI; system may have been 
greater ~l;~o~in,ycac\on water intake as mentioned 
pl e~ ioudy. 
IVatcr 114c cfricicncy based on pounds of grain 
producctl per nc-rc per acre-inch of water used was 
higlier for ~oi-,qlillm than for wheat. Also, the increase 
in efficiency for sorg1111m in the WSF system over 
continuol~s ~ol-qll~im ~z~as greater than the increase in 
efficiency for wllcnt in the TI\~SF system over continu- 
ous w1ie;lt (Fixurc 5).  This clifference suggests that 
sorghum .ct7n5 morc responsive to fallow than wheat 
wit11 req)ec t to  grain procluction. Similar conclusions 
were rcaclletl b y  LucIx (1962). Timeliness of precipi- 
tation ~ v i t h  rcspect to the growing season may have 
been morc favorable for grain sor,yhum than for wheat. 
Also, much of tlic water stored in soil at winter wheat 
seecling time 1ca5 usecl or evaporated during the long 
winter tlol-nlant pcriocl, and spring vegetative growth 
was Inr,!yl? tlcpcndent upon precipitation. For grain 
sorghum, tile {toretl water at seeding along with pre- 
cipitation w;15 m1)rc readily available for vegetative 
growtll ant1 grain production. 
Il'llcn fallow precipitation was included with 
water uscrl by tllc cwrcnt crop, total water-use values 
were m~rcl l  l~iglier (19.88 vs. 11.23 inches and 29.21 
vs. 11.99 irlches for the CS and WSF systems, respec- 
tively) and water-use efficiency values were much 
lower (57 1:s. 102 pounds per acre-inch and 54 vs. 1.34- 
pounds per acre-inch for the CS and TVSF systems, 
respectively) than where growing season precipitation 
alone was used. T h e  low efficiency values for grain 
sorghum production when including fallow precipi- 
tation further substantiate the low effectiveness of 
fallow for increasing crop production. However, 
efficiency values were higher for grain sorghum than 
for wheat when fallow precipitation was included, 
again suggesting that grain sorghum was more re- 
sponsive than wheat to fallow precipitation with 
respect to grain production (Figure 5). 
Multiple linear regression analysis was used to 
establish relationships between available soil water at 
seeding, precipitation during the growing season and 
grain yields for the sorghum. The growing season 
was divided into five periods which corresponded to 
major plant growth stages. These were germination 
and seedling establishment-seeding to 20 days after 
seeding; rapid vegetative growth-21 to 50 days after 
seeding; late boot and flowering-51 to 65 clays after 
seeding; grain filling-66 to 80 days after seecling; and 
grain hardening to harvest-81 days after seeding to 
harvest. The  net re<gression coefficients and coeffi- 
cients of multiple determination (R2 values) for 
sorghum in the CS and WSF systems are given in 
Table 6. Standard errors were calculated for the 
individual net regression coefficients. 
The  coefficients (Table 6) indicate that grain 
yields for the CS and MTSF systems were influenced 
most by the available soil water content at seeding. 
Although the coefficient (b,) for available water at 
seeding was higher for the IVSF system than for the 
CS system, the standard error associated with this 
coefficient also was higher for the M7SF system. Based 
on the coefficient and the standard error, an inch of 
available water at seeding would cause a range in 
grain yields from 383 to 431 pounds per acre for the 
CS system and a range from 368 to 530 pounds per 
acre for the TVSF system in about two of three cases. 
For the CS system, yields were influenced most 
by precipitation during the period of rapid vegetative 
growth, as indicated by the regression coefficient being 
greater than the standard error for the coefficient. 
Undoubtedly, yields were also influenced by precipi- 
tation during other periods. However, the high 
variability of precipitation during the study period, 
which is typical for the study area, resulted in the 
high standard errors. The  repession coefficients 
exceeded the standard errors for the germination and 
seedling establishment (b2) and <grain filling (b,) pre- 
cipitation periods for the MTSF system, indicating a 
Iess than 600 pounds per acre in 3 years for continu- 
ous sorghum and in 1 year for sorghum in the WSF 
system. Thus, fallow did increase the reliability of 
grain production by wheat and sorghum during the 
study period. 
Fallowing increased the yields of wheat and ,grain 
sorghum but decrea~ed the efficiency of total water 
use for grain production. This inefficiency of fallow 
is widely recognized. For the stucly area, precipitation 
storage ha? generally been around 15 percent of the 
precipitation received cluring the fallow period for 
winter wheat (Johnson, 1966). Precipitation, water 
storage and water storage efficiency values during the 
fallow period preceding wheat are included in Tables 
1 and 2 and preceding grain sorghum in Tables 4 
and 5. The  distributions of water at the beginning 
(hanest of previous crop) and end (seeding of crop) 
of the fallow periods are shown in Figure 4. 
iniluence of precipitation on yields during For wheat, the fallow periods (interval between 
these periods. crops for CW) were about 3, 11 and 15 months for 
The  coefficients of multiple determination (R2 
values) were 0.893 and 0.656 for the CS and M7SF 
systems, rerpectively. The  R' values suggest a higher 
correlation between yields, soil water and precipitation 
for the CS system than for the TVSF system and a 
greater influence of some other factors on yields for 
the TVSF system than for the CS system. Soil fertility 
may have been a factor. Although dryland ,grain 
sorghum on Pullman clay loam has shown no nutrient 
deficiencies, it is possible that grain sorghum would 
respond to fertilizer in years of above-average precip- 
itation. 
Fallow 
Fallowing (the practice of allowing lancl to remain 
idle and weed-free for a growing season) has been 
widely used to increase yield levels. As an illustration, 
it was arbitrarily assumed that a crop producing less 
than 600 pounds of g a i n  per acre harvested would 
not be profitable. Data for this 13-year study show 
that wheat in the CTY, TltTSI; and TVF systems produced 
less than 600 pounds of grain per acre in 6, 5 and 3 
years, respectively. For grain sorgl~um, yields were 
the- CIV, TZTSF and WF systems, respectively. For 
,grain sorghum, the fallow periods (interval between 
crops for CS) were about R and 11 months for the 
CS and TATSF systems, respectively. 
Precipitation amounts were directly related to 1 
length of the fallow period, and, in general, water 
storage increased as length of the fallow period in- 
creased. A marked exception was evident for the 
WF cropping system. Althoudl the fallow period 
for MTF was 4 months longer than for WSF and pre- 
cipitation averaged about 9 inches more for WF than 
for WSF, the MTF system resulted in slightly less water 
storage and considerably lower storage efficiency than 
the MJSF system. Possible reasons may have been the 
soil water content at harvest and distribution of pre- 
cipitation during the fallow period. High precipita- 
tion in late May and June (Figure 2) when wheat 
approaches maturity sometimes results in relatively 
high soil water contents at wheat harvest, thus re- 
ducing the potential for water storage during the 
subsequent fallow period. On the other hand, the 
prevalence of lower precipitation as (grain sorghum 
approaches maturity results in low soil water contents 
TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS ASSOCIATING GRAIN YIELDS OF CONTINUOUS SORGHUM AND SORGHUM 
I N  A WSF SYSTEM ON DRYLAND WITH AVAILABLE SOIL WATER AT SEEDING1 AND PRECIPITATION DURING DIFFERENT PERIODS OF THE GROW- 
ING SEASON' 
Cropping 
system 
Coefficient 
Net regression coefficientsa of multiple 
determination 
bo4 b l  b2 b3 b4 bs bo (R21 
-- 
CS - 847 6407** - 10 191 226 4 0  68 0.893** 
(Standard error) +. 24 f 121 + 104 + 564 +- 275 -F- 276 
WSF - 864 500** 170 132 -505 283 - 39 0.656* 
(Standard error) 2 132 2 1 0 4  + 137 + 524 + 243 -C 266 
'Determined to a 4-f00t depth. Unavailable water to 4 feet totals 9.97 inches. The b~ regression coefficient is associated with this factor. 
2 ~ h e  growing season periods and associated regression coefficients were germination and seedling establishment-seeding to 20 days after 
seeding (b2); rapid vegetative growth-21 to 5 0  days after seeding (b3); late boot to flowering-51 to 65 days after seeding (ba); grain 
filling-66 to 80 days after seeding (bs); and grain hardening to harvest-81 days after seeding to harvest (be). 
h  he b coefficients indicate pounds of grain per acre per acre-inch of water. 
'Y-intercept. 
'Asterisks denote statistical significance (one--5-percent level; tw-1 -percent level). 
at h a n w  a n d  a ,greater potential for water storage Except for the IArF system, water storage effi- 
during ;he fallow period. Thus, although storage ciencies were somewhat higher during the 1967-70 
during rile lallow periocl was less for the MTF than for period than during the 1959-70 period. However, 
the \YSV syqtcm, nctrial water contents at seeding. were data from the longer period should give a better 
greater for the IVF than for the TVSF system (Table 2). indication of the treatment effects on water storaxe 
Altllongh precipitation amounts during the fallow 
periocls for the CS and CTV systems were similar (7.50 
vs. 8.65 intllcq), water storage was about 68 percent 
greater for CS titan for CM'. The resultant storage 
elficicncic5 wcje 14.8 and 20.1 percent for the CTY 
and CS qysterns, recpectively. Tlze soil water content 
at hane5t for the two crop$, as discussed in the pre- 
ceding pnra,qr;~ph, was a major factor influencing 
water storage in the interval between crops. Another 
factor of importance undoubtedly was the distribution 
of precipitation. Lower precipitation prevailed as 
whca t seedin? approached (August and September) 
compared with sorghum seeding (May and June). 
than from the 1967-70 period. TVater storage e l k  
ciency for the TATSF-RF system was slightly less than 
for the TVSF system. T h e  permanent ridge-furrow 
system did not enhance water storage as anticipated, 
but the period during which this system was included 
possibly was too short to validly test the system. 
Multiple linear regression analysis was used to 
establish relationships between available water re- 
maining in the soil at harvest of the previous crop, 
precipitation during the fallow period and available 
soil water at seeding. A summary of the results for 
the wheat and grain sorghum cropping systems is given 
in Table 7. 
TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS ASSOCIATING AVAILABLE SOlL WATER AT SEEDING OF WHEAT AND 
GRAIN SORGHUM ON DRYLAND WITH AVAILABLE SOlL WATER AT HARVEST' AND PRECIPITATION DURING DIFFERENT PORTIONS OF THE 
FALLOW PERIOD 
Cropping 
Crop system 
Factor or 
precipitation period 
Y-intercep? 
and net 
regression 
coefficientsa 
Symbol Value 
Coefficient 
of multiple 
determination 
( RZ) 
Wheat CW 
WSF 
Available soil water a t  harvest 
Precipitation-harvest to July 3 1 
Precipitation-August 
Precipitation-Sept. 1 to seeding 
Available soil water a t  sorghum harvest 
Precipitation-sorghum harvest to Nov. 3 0  
Precipitation--Dec. 1 to April 30 
Precipitation-May 1 to June 3 0  
Precipitation-July 1 to Aug. 31 
Precipitation--Sept. 1 to seeding 
Available soil water a t  harvest 
Precipitation-harvest to July 31 
Precipitation-Aug. 1 to Nov. 30 
Precipitation-Dec. 1 to  April 3 0  
Precipitation-May 1 to June 30 
Precipitation-July 1 to Aug. 31 
Precipitation--Sept. 1 to seeding 
Grain CS 
sorghum Available soil water at harvest 
Precipitation-harvest to Nov. 30 
Precipitation-Dec. 1 to Feb. 28 
Precipitation-Mar. 1 to  April 30 
Precipitation-May 1 to  seeding 
WSF 
Available soil water a t  wheat harvest 
Precipitation-harvest to July 31 
Precipitation-Aug. 1 to Sept. 30 
Precipitation-Oct. 1 to  Nov. 3 0  
Precipitation-Dec. 1 to Feb. 28 
Precipitation-Mar. 1 to  April 30 
Precipitation-May 1 to seeding 
, 'Determined to a 4-foot depth. Unavailable water to 4 feet totals 9.97 inches. 
'Y-intercept-bn. 
'The b coefficients indicate inches of water storage per inch of soil water at harvest or inch of  precipitation received. 
1 'Asterisks denote statistical significance (one--5-percent level; tw-1 -percent level). 
The net regression coefficients suggest relatively 
high water storage from precipitation occurring soon 
after sor3hum harve~t and relatively low storage after 
wheat hanrect except for the continuous wheat system. 
The coefficients also suzgest rather high storage of 
precipitation as wheat seeding is approached and 
rather low storage as sorghum seeding is approached. 
This latter suggestion is contrary to expectations as 
cliscu5sed earlier. A possible explanation would be 
the eEfects of temperature and other climatic condi- 
tions on evaporation. Potential evaporation is higher 
before sorghum seeding than before wheat seeding. 
Concequently, water storage as a portion of precipi- 
tation received may indeed be greater before wheat 
seeding than before sorghum seeding, but total water 
stored may still be greater before sorghum seeding 
than before wheat seeding clue to the greater amounts 
of precipitation occurring before sorghum seeding. 
Of course, the limitations of multiple regression anal- 
ysis are realized, and the suggested trends may be 
coincidental rather than real. 
For continuouc wheat, precipitation between crops 
had a relatively constant effect on available soil water 
at seeding as indicated by the net regression ccelfi- 
cients. Also, the high coefficient of multiple determi- 
nation (R" 0.873) suggests a minimum true correla- 
tion between the dependent and independent variables 
of about 0.65 (P = 0.95) as determined from graphs 
and discussion presented by Ezekiel and Fox (1959, 
pp. 295-29s). The  high coefficient of multiple cle- 
termination for the CJlV system further suggests that 
available soil ~irater at seeding can be estimated with 
a fair degree of accuracy from a knowledge of avail- 
able water remaining in the soil at harvest and the 
precipitation durirrg the nongl-owing season. By hav- 
ing a fairly reliab!e estimate of available soil water at 
seeding time, the producer could decide whether to 
seed wheat (continuous wheat) or whether to fallow 
the land wit11 hopes of better returns from a sorghum 
crop the following year or a wheat crop a year later. 
The  law efficiency of fallow for storing precipi- 
tation as soil water and increasing crop production 
points to a need for flexible crop management and 
cropping systems. When the soil water content is 
hiyli at harvest, water storage during the fallow period 
is low or water may actually be lost from the soil. In 
such cases, the water in the soil and subqequent pre- 
cipitation may be more efficiently used if another 
crop is seeded immediately after harvest. After wheat, 
grain sorghum or a forage crop for livestock could be 
used. The  increasing cattle industry in the area 
presents attractive possibilities for forage production. 
Wheat for grain or grazing couIc1 be seeded after grain 
sorghum when soil water conditions are favorable. 
Other possibilities would be to seed avheat or sorshum 
continuously if soil water conditions are favorable 
rather than seed the alternate crop later in the fallow 
period. 
IYithout drastic alterations of the soil surface 
(microwa tersl~eds, waterproofing, continuous mulches, 
and so forth) and possibly profile moclification, it is 
doubtful that the efficiency of fallow with respect to 
water stornge and crop production can be markedly 
increased by current cropping practices and systems. 
Flexible management and cropping systems will have 
to be used to make the most efficient use of all avail- 
able water supplies. 
Soil Properties 
Organic Matter 
The  organic matter content in the surface 6 inches 
of soil was si,gnificantly higher in 1970 for the ,grass 
treatment than for any of the other treatments (Table 
8). The  difference in organic matter content due to 
the CTAJ and CS treatments was significant aim. 
Although not necessarily si,pificant, all samples for 
the 0- to 6-inch depth from treatments with only wheat 
in the cropping system had higher organic matter 
contents than those from systems with wheat and sor- 
gll:lm or sorghum alone. Apparently, wheat is more 
conducive to maintaining the organic matter level 
of a soil than grain sorghum. Similar conclusions 
were reached by Hobbs and Thompson (1971). 
In comparison with the organic matter content 
of samples obtained from the surface 6 inches of soil 
when the study was started in 1957, only the CS treat- 
ment resulted in an organic matter content decrease. 
The  increase in organic matter contents as a result 
of the grass and CMT treatments were significant. T h e  
increases due to the TITI;, MTSF and lI7SF-RF treat- 
ments were not significant according to the unpaired 
"t" test. 
The organic matter contents of samples from 
other depths were not signiIicantly different as a result 
of the treatments except lor the 24- to 36-inch depth 
of the M7F treatment over the C\V treatment. T h i s  
difference evidently was due to random variation 
because there was no logical reason for that difference 
TABLE 8. SOIL ORGANIC MATTER IN 1970 AS INFLUENCED BY 
WHEAT AND GRAIN SORGHUM CROPFING SYSTEMS AND BY GRASS 
ON DRYLAND; MEAN VALUES FOR SAMPLES COLLECTED AT INITIA- 
TION OF THE STUDY IN 1957 
Soil dep:h finches1 
Percent 
CW '1 .86m 
WF 1 .77"" 
WSF 1 .701m 
WSF-RF 1 .701m 
cs 1.64'' 
Grass 2.04" 
Mean (all 
treatments) '1.79' 
-------- 
Mean (all 
samples- 
1957) 1.66 
l~o lumn or row values or mean values followed by the same letter 
or letters are not significantly different at the 5-percent level 
(Duncan's Multiple Range Test). 
since the or~:~nic matter contents at other depths for 
those trcatn-1t.n ts were similar 
In 1!)70, t!le orzanic matter content of samples 
from the 6- to 12-inch depth of the grass plots was 
0.23 percent greater than that of the initial soil 
sample5 flom this depth, and this increase was sig- 
nificant. For tlie other treatments and depths, the 
o~qanic m;l:tcr contents were similar to those of the 
initial soil wnples. The increase in soil orsanic 
matter rol~tent for the ,grass plots apparently resulted 
from the 1-ct1rnl to the soil of all forage produced. 
The gras \\-as not grazed or removed as hay. The  
increase clue to the CIY treatment and the tendency 
to\vard, incrcaqcc, clue to the T47F and TATSF treatments 
were uncspectcd. Generally, it is considered diffi- 
cult to maintain soil organic matter contents under 
cropping contlitions and even more difficult to in- 
creace tllcm. Hobbs and Thompson (1 97 I), however, 
reported a i-c~*ersal O F  the do~vn~zlard trend in soil 
organic mitter n.!ien a change was made from con- 
tinuouc qorghum or sorghum-fallow cropping systems 
to a fallo~~r-~vlicat-qorghum cropping system. They 
attributetl the increase to different equilibrium or- 
ganic mlttter leaels for the different systems. Namely, 
the sorqhutn systems had lower equilibrium levels 
than the fnllo~v-~zrheat sorghum system-hence, the 
increaw ~vhen the latter system was introduced. 
The field area wed for the study of this report 
had been clopped to wheat continuously or alternately 
after fallo~v since it Wac broken from sod in 1927. 
(The area ~ v a s  initially broken from sod in 1919 but 
returned to $1 a v  after 2 years of sorghum.) Since the 
area had I~ccn cropped to wheat previously, the reasons 
for the inc~c:l+ec in orpnic matter for the 1970 sam- 
plec over t11c 19.57 sample5 are not readily apparent. 
One po5sible reaqon may be that the organic matter 
content .ifaT rinduly low in 1957. A major drouth 
during tlic precedinq 7 years resulted in either crop 
failure5 or low residue procluction. Microbial activity 
continued cl~lriny: the drouth, and the low residue 
pl-oductiotl re.ulted in a net reduction of soil organic 
matter. Aftcr tlie drouth, higher residue production 
increared the 5oil organic matter level. Data reported 
by Unger (1968) for an acljacent dryland wheat tillage 
and cropping practice? rtudv (CTV and TVF) were simi- 
lar, confirming the reliability of the organic matter 
data in Table 8. 
Pulk Density 
Although not statistically significant except for 
the mean values for depth, several trend5 in soil bulk 
density (Tahle 0) are apparent. At all except the 0- 
to 6-inch and the 36- and 48-inch depths, the bulk 
density loas highest for the CS treatment. The  higher 
bulk den3ity for this treatment possibly was related 
to the loiver organic matter content. 
TABLE 9. SOIL BULK DENSITY IN 1 ! readily moves into soil 
AND GRAIN SORGHUM CROPPING jreS in many case, 
DRYLAND further water entry. 
d e ~ ~ e ~  in the distribu- 
Treatment 0-6 6-12 12-1 8 'ound in this study, 
;rl. water intake for 
G!cmb ystems could be 
CW 
WF 
WSF 
WSF-RF 1.07 1.57 1.55 1.64 'n,q influence 
- 
CS 1.13 1.65 1.65 1.69 cecond, soil 
Grass 1.51 1.57 1.46 1.59 1 .  
Mean (all +ions was 
treatments) x1.13a 1 . 5 5 ~  1 . 5 5 ~  1.61b 1.x reduces 
: soil is 
'Column and row and mean values are not significantly a. 
' ~ e a n  values followed by the same letter are not significa?CCUrS- 
ferent at the 5-percent level (Duncan's Multiple Pange Test) loam 
3een 
explains the lower bulk densities for the tillage p?are 
The  grass plots had not been tilled since the 
was established in April 1958. The mean bulk dens i t  
for the 0- to 6-inch depth was significantly lower than 
for the other depths. Again, these differences resulted 
from tiIIing the surface layer of all plots except those 
in grass. 
Dry Aggregates 
The percentages of asgregates in the different size 
ranges were significantly affected by the different treat- 
ments imposed during the study period (Table 10). 
According to MToodruff and Siddoway (1965), about 
75 percent of the aggregates (clods) on large, bare, 
smooth, unprotected fields should be greater than (>) 
0.84 rnm in orcler to hold average annual soil losses 
by wind erosion to less than the tolerable level of 
5 tons per acre. All cropping systems resulted in less 
than the required amount of large agqregates to con- 
trol ~vinct erosion effectively (Table 10). For the less 
than (<) 0.84-mm fraction, the amounts ranged from 
35.8 percent for the TYF system to 46.0 percent for 
the cs system, and the difference5 were significant as 
indicated in Table 10. Soil of the CS plots would 
be more erodible than that of other plots, while the 
TABLE 10. DRY AGGREGATE SIZE DISTRIBUTION I N  1970 AS INFLU- 
ENCED BY WHEAT AND GRAIN SORGHUM CROPPING SYSTEMS AND 
BY GRASS ON DRYLAND 
Soil fraction size (mm) 
- 
Treatment <0.84 0.64-2.0 2.0-6.4 6.4-1 8 .3  >18.3 MWD' 
CW 
WF 
WSF 
WSF-RF 
CS 
Grass 
Mean (al l  
treatments) 
Percent mm 
- 
'39.4' 13.lCd 1 7 . 9 ' ~  2 0 . 8 ' ~ ~  8.8b 7.87 
35.8' 1 2 . 7 ' ~  1 7 . 9 ~ ~  22.5h 1 1  .3be 9.26 
39.6' 13.1cd 17.6'' 2 1 . 6 ' ~  8.1b 7.63 
41 .5k 15.0de 1 7 . 7 ~ '  1 7 . 8 ~ '  8.1b 7.20 
46.0' 14.1cd 1 8 . 3 ~ ~ ~  1 8 . 7 ~ '  2.8' 4.81 
1 3.2cd 13.1 22.2h 28.2' 23.3h 15.78 
235.9d 1 3 . 5 ~  18.6' 21.6" 10.4. 
- -- 
For the 0- to 6-inch depth, the bulk density was 'Mean weight diameter. 
highest for tile p2ss This depth was the 2 ~ o ~ u m n  0' 'OW values Or mean values followed by the same letter 
or letters are not significantly different a t  the 5-percent level (Dun- plow layer for all except the grass treatment, which 
,an.s Multiple Range Test). 
Tile net regression .lodible. Crop residues on the 
higI1 water storage frondvided good protection during 
after sorgflum harvert trly spring erosion period. The  
lvlleat llarr,e5t except were not tilled until April, and 
Tile coefficients slat that time maintained most of 
precipitation as ~ : e  surface. 
rather low stora: the grass treatment, there were no 
latter '"ces in the percentages of aggregates in 
ear\.O-, 2.0- to 6.4- or 6.4- to 18.3-mm size 
the effects 'to treatments. For the >18.3-mm range, 
tlons On e:.gatment resulted in a significantly lower be'0re percentage than the other treatments. 
Concea1.r 
1 
tation rhouqh the clata are not shown, separate statis- 
seec1in:nalyses were made for the dry aggregate distri- 
storet n data from the MTF, TVSF and TVSF-RF cropping 
thar-mq. For the MTF system, the wheat plots (plots 
of n which wheat was harvested in 1970) had sipif i-  
Of ltly less fine ag<yregates (<0.84 mm) than fallow 
yciots (plots that were fallowed during the 1969-70 
wheat season). Alqo, the wheat plots had significantly 
more aggregates in the >18.3-mm range than the 
fallow plots. For the WSF-RF system, significant 
differences were found between the percentages of 
aggregates in the <0.84-mm range for the wheat, 
fallow and sorghum plots, with wheat having the 
lowest and sorghum having the highest percentage of 
asqegates in this size range. T h e  wheat plots had 
significantly more aggregates in the >18.3-mm range 
than either the fallow or sorghum plots. Although 
not significant, the trends for awegates from the 
WSF system were similar to those of the ITSF-RF 
system. These data suggest that wheat was more 
conducive to stabilizing dry soil ag;regates than sor- 
ghum but that the effects of wheat on the stability 
of dry aggregates were relatively short lived. 
The  grass treatment resulted in si,gnificantly fewer 
agyregates in the <0.84-mm size range than any of the 
other treatments and significantly more aggregates in 
the 6.4- to 18.3- and the >18.3-mm size ranges than 
the other treatments. 
Another method of indicating the differences in 
dry soil aggregation between treatments is through the 
calculation of a mean weight diameter (MlVD) for 
each treatment (Kempe and Chepil, 1965). The  MWD 
is equal to the sum of the products of the mean 
diameter pi) in millimeters of each size fraction and 
the proportion of the total weight (w,) occurring in 
the corresponding fraction. The  amount passing 
through the finest sieve is included. A maximum 
diameter of 76.2 mm was assumed for the largest frac- 
tion. The  equation used was 
n 
MMiD = xiwi 
i=l  
Size distribution data (Table 10) for the different 
treatments were used to calculate the MMTD values. 
Data for the CTY treatment were used in the follow- 
ing example of the calculations: 
MTYD = [(0.42 mm X 0.394) + (1.42 mm 
X 0.131) + (4.20 mm X 0.179) 
+ (12.35 mm X 0.208) + (47.75 
mm X 0.085)] 
= 7.87 mm. 
The  calculated MMTD's are included in Table 10. By 
the nature of the calculations, the percentages of 
coarse aggregates have a greater influence on the 
MTYD than those of the fine ag,gregates, and high 
MTYD values reflect ,greater amounts of coarse aggre- 
gates for a treatment than low MWD values. The 
MMTD was higher for the grass treatment than for 
the tillage treatments. For the different cropping 
treatments, the MWD was highest for TVF and lowest 
for CS, again indicating greater erosion susceptibility 
for the CS treatment than for the other treatments. 
The  dry aggregate size distribution data indicate 
that all cropping systems on dryland could lead to 
serious wind erosion problems. However, through use 
of stubble-mulch tillage which maintained most of 
the crop residues on the surface, wind erosion gen- 
erally was controlled adequately under the prevailing 
conditions. However, in some years, residue produc- 
tion is low, and erosion by wind may be severe. 
Under such conditions, tillage which increases the 1 1 cloddinei and roughness of the soil surface may be , 
necessary to reduce wind erosion to tolerable  level^. 1 
Samples for the dry aggregates size distribution 
determinations were collected in November, and it 1 
is recognized that different size distributions may hare ~ 
been found had the samples been collected at some 
other time. For example, freezing and thawing are , 
known to pulverize the soil surface. However, the 
data presented are satisfactory for determining the 
relative influence of the cropping systems on soil 
erosion susceptibility but should not be used to indi- 
cate the abcolute erosion potential during the critical 
late winter-early spring erosion period. 
I 
Wet Aggregates 
The  size distribution of soil ag'greffa tes wetted 
under vacuum was determined by wet sieving the soil 
under water. The  percentases of ag,gregates in the 
different size ranges as determined by the amounts 
retained on the different sieves and the amount pass- 
ing through the finest sieve are given in Table 11. 1 
Also given are mean weight diameters calculated I 
according to the procedure illustrated in the section 
pertaining to dry aggregates. 
The  different wheat and sorghum cropping sys- 
tems si{gni ficantly affected the percentages of agpre- 
gates in the <0.25- and the 4.0- to 12.7-mm size ranges 
i 
but not in the intermediate ranges. The  grass treat- 
ment resulted in significant differences as compared 
i 
with other treatments in the <0.25-, 2.0- to 4.0- and 
4.0- to 12.7-mm size ranges. 
The  grass treatment resulted in the lowest and 
the TVF and MTSF treatments resulted in the highest 
percentages of aggregates in the <0.25-mm size range. 
The  low percentage of fine aggregates (<0.25 mm) 
TABLE 11. V:ET AGGREGATE SIZE DISTRIBUTION I N  1 970 AS IN- 
FLUENCED Bk khJt!EAT AND GRAIN SORGHUM CROPPING SYSTEMS 
AND BY GF:*.:;S ON DRYLAMD 
Soil fraction size (mm) 
Treatment <0.25 0.25-1.0 1 .O-2.0 2.0-4.0 4.0-1 2.7 MWD' 
- - - -  
Percent mm 
- - - -- - - 
a/ '36.5h 27.2': 7.6" 8.9' 1 9 . 9 ~ ~  2.26 
WF 12.0' 27.7' 7.2" 8.0' 15.1 be 1.48 
WSF 42.0' 25.0fK 7.4' 8.3' 17.2'~ 1.60 
WSF-RF 39.1h' 29.3' 7.3' 7.6' 16.8~"' 1.58 
CS 35.6h 27.9' 7.7' 8.9' ~ 9 . 9 ~ '  2.27 
Grass 25.5'' 27.1 * 1 2.2"b 1 2.9be 22.4" 2.64 
Mean (all 
treatments) '36.8" 27.4' 8.2' 9.1" 1 8.6b 
- 
- - - -- -- -- - 
'~ean weight dinmeter. 
'Column or row values or mean values followed by the same letter 
or letters are not significantly different at the 5-percent level (Dun- 
can's Multiple Range Test). 
for the ~ T S T ~ S F  treatment was attributed to the organic 
matter (hum~ls)  accumulation (Table 8) under the 
grass sod whicll waq beneficial for soil aggregation. 
The influence of q a s s  on soil ag,gregation was also 
reflected in tlie higher percentage of ag,gregates for 
the grass trc;~tment in the 2.0- to 4.0- and 4.0- to 
12.7-mm si7c ranges. The organic matter under grass 
held the soil together in larger aggregates. This 
beneficial cffcct of ~oci on soil aggregation is widely 
recogn i d .  
That there were higher percentages of fine aggre- 
gate$ for the TZ'F, TZ'SF and IVSF-RF treatments than 
for the C\fT and CS treatments apparently was related 
to the fallow period. Data in Table 11 for the WF, 
IVSF and IVSF-RF treatments are averages for the 
different sequence? in the crop rotations. Although 
data for the irdivid~lal sequences are not shown, the 
perrcntnyc of finc aggregates was greater for plots 
of the \\'SF ant1 TITSF-XF systems that were fallowed 
the prcviouc cropping season than for plots that were 
cropped to whc:t t or ,grain sorghum. Apparently, 
crop reqitluec hat1 a beneficial effect on soil aggre- 
gation for a relati~.ely short period. The fallow 
periods were s~~rficiently long so that most of the 
residucc \trcrc ~vcntl~ered by the time of sampling and, 
hence, the icjitl~lcs no lonyer benefited soil aggre- 
gation. For the CT\' and CS systems, the intervals 
bet\vcen cl-op\ wcl-e relatively short, and greater agLgre- 
gation .cva\ appxent. 
The tl.ends in the percentages of aggregates for 
the diffcrcr~t treatments for the 4.0- to 12.7-mm range 
were oppocite the trends for the <0.25-mm range. 
These trends reflcct the ahility of residues from recent 
crops and gr;lsi to promote the formation of large 
soil aqgrc;atcs. This ability was also reflected in the 
M\VD value5 for tllc different treatments. 
Soils wi tli higher percentages of wa ter-stable 
aggregate$ in tllc lar~er size ranges should permit 
more rapid water intake than soils having higher 
percentages of fine aggregates. The fine aggregates 
((0.25 mm) result from dispersion of the soil upon 
wetting. This fine material readily moves into soil 
pores with water, clogs the pores and, in many cases, 
virtually seals the soil against further water entry. 
Although significant differences in the distribu- 
tion of the wet aggregates were found in this study, 
it is doubtful whether differences in water intake for 
the wheat and sorghum cropping systems could be 
detected under field conditions. First, the differences 
between treatments, although significant, were rela- 
tively small, and presumably the resulting influence 
on water intake would be small also. Second, soil 
for the aggregate distribution determinations was 
wetted under vacuum. This type of wetting reduces 
soil dispersion. Under field conditions, the soil is 
rapidly wetted by precipitation, and dispersion occurs. 
Differences in aggregate stability of Pullman clay loam 
as a result of rapid and vacuum wetting have been 
shown by Unger (1969). Also, raindrops striking bare 
soil enhance dispersion, whereas even small amounts 
of surface residues intercept raindrops and reduce soil 
dispersion. Weathered residues serve this purpose 
but evidently had little influence on the size distribu- 
tion of wet aggregates as discussed previously. Conse- 
quently, water intake on the rotation plots (WF, JVSF 
and MTSF-RF) under field conditions may be greater 
than on the continuous cropping plots (CW and CS) 
because the rotation plots, even at the end of the 
fallow period, have weathered residues on the surface 
which intercept the raindrops. This possible differ- 
ence in water intake during the growing season by 
soil of the rotation and continuous cropping plots 
may have been a major factor in greater grain pro- 
duction on the rotation plots as compared with the 
continuous cropping plots. It  is doubtful that the 
small differences in available soil water at seeding 
alone were responsible for the differences in yield. 
Economics of the Different Cropping Systems 
In Tables 2 and 5, average g a i n  yields for the 
different cropping systems are presented. The aver- 
age yields, however, were based on the area harvested 
TABLE 12. MEAN ANNUAL YIELDS BASED ON THE AREA HARVESTED 
AND AREA I N  THE DIFFERENT CROPPING SYSTEMS FOR WHEAT AND 
GRAIN SORGHUM ON DRYLAND (1958 THROUGH 19701 
Mean yield Mean yield 
(area harvested) (area in cropping system) 
Cropping Total 
system- Wheat Sorghum Wheat Sorghum grain' 
Lb. /acre 
Continuous 
wheat 628 628 628 
Wheat- 
sorghum- 
fallow2 758 1557 253 519 772 
Wheat- 
fallow3 866 433 433 
Continuous 
sorghum 1137 1137 1137 
'~ccounts for differences in area harvested each year and area in 
the cropping systems. 
23-year system. 
system. 
TABLE 13. SUMMARY OF FIELD OPERATIONS1 PERFORMED FOR THE 
WHEAT AND GRAIN SORGHUM CROPPING SYSTEMS ON DRYLAND. 
THE VALUES SHOWN ARE THE AVERAGE NUMBERS PERFORMED FOR 
THE PRODUCTION OF A CROP 
Wheat Sorghum 
Operation CW WF WSF CS WSF 
- - -  
No. I year 
Seeding 1 .O 1 .O 1.0 '1.3 '1.3 
Sweep tillage 2.8 7.2 4.6 1.9 4.6 
Cultivations 1 .O 1 .O 
'Occasional operations such as spraying for weeds and insects and 
use of the rotary hoe to aid emergence of grain sorghum are not 
included because they were not performed a sufficient number of 
times to establish trends. 
'sorghum was reseeded in about 1 year in 3. 
each year and did not take into account the differ- 
ences in acreages devoted to the different cropping 
systems. For an economic analysis of the cropping 
svstems, differences in acreages along with production 
requirements and returns for the different sys tems 
must be considered. In Table 12, average yields are 
presented on the basis of the harvested area and the 
area in each cropping system. Table 13 summarizes 
the field operations performed for each cropping 
system during the study period. 
Data in Tables 12 and 13 along with prevailing 
costs and grain prices can be used to obtain estimated 
incomes and expenses per harvested acre for the differ- 
ent cropping systems. A complete economic analysis 
of the cropping systems, however, is beyond the scope 
of this paper. For those interested, the guidelines 
published by Grubb, Moore and Lacewell (1967) and 
by Osborn, Moore and Ethridge (1969) for the pro- 
duction of dryland wheat and grain sorghum would 
be useful for determining the system most suitable 
for a particular production enterprise. 
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